
User manual Hoopomania Wicks

Please read these instructions carefully before
use the Hoopomania Wicks!

Safe use: Recommendations for the use of Hoopomania Wicks.

Please read and internalise the following instructions before use!

The use of fire can be dangerous. You must be safe and experienced with the use of fire 
and fire equipment before using Hoopomania Wicks with fire. Hoopomania Wicks users 
should be experienced hoopers and use the Wicks without fire first. If you are 
inexperienced in this regard, you should seek the assistance of an experienced Hooper 
and take safety precautions if necessary. NEVER use this product INDOOR.



Fire Hooping
Equipment

•     Hula Hoop
•     Wicks
•     Paraffin
•     Lighting Instrument
•     Fire blanket
•     Damp cloths
•     Red safety rope
•     Wrist guard
•     Mark the surrounding area with a clearly visible distance
•     Safety instructions/rules
•     Screwdriver (for attaching and removing the Hoopomania Wicks)

Clothing
It is essential not to wear flammable clothing. Hair should be tied back without using 
flammable products such as hairspray. Sweatbands should be worn when using the 
Hoopomania Wicks as some components become very hot and can cause direct burns 
(full body protection is therefore recommended). Once the Wicks are securely and 
professionally attached to the Hula Hoop, you can embark on a "fire journey". 

Safety-relevant user instructions
Make sure your area of operation is clearly marked for your audience.
Also make sure that your equipment such as a fire blanket or wet wipes are in a visible 
and quickly accessible place. Make sure you are wearing your wrist protection. If you are 
hooping with other people, have a word about safety and discuss what to do immediately if
clothing catches fire. 
If this happens, you should:

•   Drop the Hula Hoop immediately
•   Move away from it quickly
•   Drop to the floor and roll until the fire is out.
•   "Stop, go to the floor and roll".

Light effects with Hoopomania Wicks
For safe lighting with Hoopomania Wicks and to avoid damaging your Hula Hoop, it is best
to hold the hoop with both hands above your head on a straight plane. The Hoopomania 
Wicks have been previously paraffined. In this position now, a helper should light the 
wicks, one at a time. From this point you should first start the Hula Hoop moving. The shaft
and other metal components become hot during use. After use, do not touch these parts 
immediately. Allow sufficient time for cooling. The attachment clip for the Hula Hoop itself 
does not get hot, so it cannot cause any damage to the hoop.

How to extinguish correctly in an emergency
Stop hooping immediately and drop to the ground in a controlled manner. You can smother
the flames with a fire blanket or damp cloths. These utensils should be at hand very 
quickly.



Storage of the Hoopomania Wicks
Store the Hoopomania Wicks with paraffin in a fireproof container. Make sure that the 
Hoopomania Wicks do not get wet, otherwise they will no longer absorb paraffin. 
Therefore, never store them outside. 

If you have a Hula Hoop that is not taped, you should place a ring of tape under each wick.
tape under each attached wick element. This will increase the grip level and allow for easy 
and safe installation.

How are Hoopomania Wicks to be attached?

Collapsible Hoops:
Open the attachment clip. Using the screwdriver, open the hula hoop
clip just enough to attach the Hoopomania Wicks to it. Thread on all
your Hoopomania Wicks and fix your hoop again. Now position the
Hoopomania Wicks on the tyre as you wish. Tighten each
Hoopomania Wick so that a firm hold on the hoop tube is possible.
Tightening too tightly can damage your hoop and cause extra stress
on the hoop: "just enough is good enough" should be the motto here.

One-piece Hula Hoops:
Open the hula hoop clip with the screwdriver. Then carefully open the
band enough to slide the Hoopomania Wicks around your hoop.
Slide the band back into the clip body and fasten as described
above.

Technical specifications
All metal components are made of high quality stainless steel. The
stainless steel wire rope provides flexibility and the ability to absorb
shock and stop heat transfer to the Hula Hoop. The wick is made
from a para-aramid based webbing specifically designed for use with
paraffin solvents. The wick is only 50 mm wide. The diameter of the
cylindrical wick is 35 mm. The length of a Hoopomania Wicks
respectively the distance to the Hula Hoop is 130 mm. The fastening
clips are also made of high-quality stainless steel and are available in
16 or 20 mm depending on the size of the hoop.



Terms and Conditions:

1. No liability is accepted by Hoopomania GmbH for personal or third party injury caused 
by the use of a Hoopomania Wick.

2. No liability is accepted by Hoopomania GmbH for property damage as a result of the 
use of Hoopomania Wicks.

3. Hula hooping (fire hooping) with Hoopomania Wicks is very challenging. Although rare, 
sudden failure (dropping the hoop) can occur due to the constant stresses. No liability is 
accepted by Hoopomania GmbH in the event of damage or injury to the user or 
surrounding furniture, attendants or animals. With this in mind, please allow a suitable 
distance between yourself and the surrounding area for maximum safety. 4.

4. Users should responsibly and conscientiously check for any wear and tear before using 
Hoopomania Wicks. The parts susceptible to stress are the bottom of the wire rope near 
the pipe clamp and the metal band on the pipe clamp.

5. Hoopomania Wicks must only be used by competent persons in a safe environment at a
safe distance from people, pets, flammable objects or buildings. This opens up effective 
protection should you drop the hoop or should a wick become detached.

It is unusual for Hoopomania Wicks to break. Should this occur, Hoopomania GmbH will 
provide replacements at its discretion. Breakages due to wear and tear or improper use 
will not be replaced.

7. If you do not wish to accept these Terms of Use, Hoopomania GmbH will offer you a full 
refund upon return of the unused Hoopomania Wicks. By using, you expressly agree to 
these terms.

Sale and manufactored by:

Hoopomania GmbH
Käthe-Paulus-Strasse 1
85092 Kösching
Germany

Managing Director: Dmitri Scharkov
E-Mail: support@hula-hoop-shop.eu
Website: www.hula-hoop-shop.eu
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